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CONFLICT RESOLUTION IN AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 

SUMMARY 

After commercial flights started, Air Traffic Control (ATC) has become the main 
topic of airline transportation by the tremendous increase of air traffic year by year. 
Current ATC system is more centralized to control and direct this air traffic, however 
to overcome this complex situation the system should be evolved towards more 
decentralized control systems. This evolution thought out to be made by “free flight” 
(FF) concept. The most important problem that should be resolved to implement FF 
concept in ATC is conflict resolution problem.  

In this study a new conflict resolution algorithm, potential field method, is developed 
and simulations are performed. Potential field method is not newly method for the 
robot path planning, however implementation of this method to aircraft conflict 
problems is quitely new. A modified application of this method is carried out to 
resolve conflicts in ATC. Three conflict scenarios are studied and their simulations 
are runned with MATLAB. However, because of this method developed for robot 
path planning, there are some unexpected movements, that aircraft can not perform, 
in examples. To avoid this two improved applications are developed which are angle 
restriction method and future estimation method. For both improved methods, 
scenarios are studied and it is depiceted that new methods are more applicable and 
have better solutions in flight trajectory and time perspective. 

The main aim of this study is to emphasize the “free fligt” concept and try to enable 
the implementation of FF. FF based ATM is yet in the level of a thought to be 
applied in the future. Therefore the flight and conflict resolution specifications of this 
kind of a flight system are not yet well defined. This research should be considered 
as a study of a conflict resolution technique that may give ideas for constructing the 
actual ones in the future. 
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HAVA TRAFFİK KONTROLÜNDE ÇARPIŞMALARIN ÇÖZÜMLENMESİ 

ÖZET 

Ticari uçuşlar başladıktan sonra ve hava trafiğinde ki her yıl inanlımaz artışla birlikte 
Hava Traffik Kontrol kuramı havayolu ulaşımının en önemli konusu haline gelmiştir. 
Günümüzde ki Hava Traffik Kontrol sistemi, bu hava traffiğini kontrol etmek ve 
yönlendirmek için fazlasıyla merkezileşmiş durumdadır. Ancak, bu karmaşık 
durumun üstesinden gelebilmek için mevcut sistemin daha dağıtılmış bir kontrol 
sistemine doğru evrilmesi gerekmektedir. Bu evrimin “serbest uçuş” kavramıyla 
yapılması düşünülmektedir. Hava Trafik Kontrolü’nde “serbest uçuş” kavramının 
uygulanmasında ki en büyük problem ise çarpışmaların çözümlenmesi problemidir.  

Bu çalışmada yeni bir çarpışma çözümlenmesi yöntemi, potansiyel alan yöntemi, 
geliştirilmiş ve benzetimleri gerçekleştirilmiştir. Potansiyel alan yöntemi robotlar 
için rota planlamasında yeni bir yöntem olmamakla birlikte, uçakların çarpışma 
problemlerine uygulanması yenidir. Bu yöntemin uyarlanmış bir uygulaması 
uçakların çarpışma problemini çözmek için kullanılmıştır. Üç ayrı çarpışma 
senaryosu çalışılmış ve benzetimleri MATLAB üzerinde koşturulmuştur. Ancak, bu 
yöntem robotlar için geliştirildiği için, örneklerde uçakların gerçekleştiremiyecekleri 
hareketler ortaya çıkmaktadır. Bunu önlemek amacı ile iki yeni uygulama 
geliştirilmiştir. Bunlar; açı sınırlama yöntemi ve gelecek tahmini yöntemidir. Her iki 
yöntem içinde senaryolar üzerinde çalışılmış ve görülmüştür ki yeni yöntemler daha 
uygulanabilir ve uçuş rotası ve zaman açışından daha iyi sonuçlar vermektedir. 

Bu çalışmanın ana amacı “serbest uçuş” kavramını vurgulamak ve bu kavramın 
uygulanabilmesi için çalışmalar yapmaktır. Serbest uçuş tabanlı Hava Trafik Kontrol 
sistemi daha gelecekte uygulanması düşünülen bir seviyededir. Onun için bir uçuş 
sisteminin uçuş ve çarpışma çözümlemeleri hakkında özellikleri henüz net 
tanımlanmamıştır. Bu çalışma gelecekte oluşturulacak gerçek bir çarpışma 
çözümleme tekniğine fikir oluşturma amaçlı bir çalışma olarak da değerlendirilebilir. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

The application of mathematics to air traffic management is a relatively novel field. 

Indeed, air traffic management itself has only been studied for the past 50 years or 

so. Before that there was very little air traffic to manage! The first private flight took 

place in 1903, but commercial flights did not begin to fill the air-ways until after 

World War II. Before this tirne, the air was free, and pilots could plot their courses as 

they wished. Once commercial flights began to crowd the airspace near major 

centres, it became necessary to have a central controller who could coordinate flights 

in the area and ensure safety for all  involved. Thus Air Traffic Control (ATC) was 

born.  

The purpose of ATC and  Air Traffic Management (ATM)  is to enable airspace 

users to meet their schedules according to their preferred flight profiles without 

compromising safety levels. To provide safe and efficient aircraft movements, the 

current approach comprises two main activities: Air Traffic Control (ATC) and Air 

Traffic Flow Management (ATFM). Both ATC and ATFM are ground based 

services. The ATC provides tactical, safe separation between aircraft and between 

aircraft and obstacles. The main goal of ATC is to guarantee security and to give 

aircraft optimal trajectories to fly from one airport to an other. The Air Traffic Flow 

Management deals with the allocation of scarce capacity resources such as routes and 

terminal operations time slots. 

In the USA, airport capacity  is the main problem. This problem exists also in Europe 

on the biggest airport. But in Europe, and mainly in France, en route capacity is the 

critical point. Furthermore there is no problem in Turkey about airport capacity and 

en route capacity yet. Because the air trafiic flow is very low according to USA and 

Europe. There is also a problem linked with controller workload such as monitoring 

workload (the monitoring of the aircraft in the controller’s sector), resolution 

workload (the resolution of conflict) and coordination workload (a task that each 

controller must perform when a aircraft enters or leaves its sector). Thereby, the tools 

for air traffic control system, in particular, for conflict management as well as for 
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groundbased Collaborative Decision Making (CDM) are necessary to optimize 

conflict resolution solutions. In other words, it aims at increasing capacity of 

controller[2]. 

Current air traffic control systems are based on an infrastructure which has been in 

place for decades. Today, new  technologies  in positioning  and detection 

equipment are allowing a new ATC paradigm to take form. At present, air traffic 

management is ground-based, with aircraft following pre-set routes as decreed by the 

controllers. In the future, ATC will likely be flight-based, with each aircraft allowed 

to make autonomous decisions about which route to take. This free flight 

environment may sound dangerous and foolhardy, but with the proper development 

and implementation, it will lead to a more efficient airline industry and, indeed, a 

safer air traffic environment[1]. 

1.1 Aim 

With the predicted increase of air traffic volume, new air traffic management models 

are under investigation in order to increase airspace capacity and keep low delays 

while maintaining transportation safety standarts. One of the tasks implied is to solve 

conflicts, i.e. maintain sufficient separation between aircraft. Conflict resolution 

relies on conflict detection; indeed predicting aircraft trajectories within a time 

window allows to detect conflicts and apply avoidance measures. This approaches 

concerns both human control and models for automatic control resolution.  

The result of the conflict detection depends much on the uncertainity model, and 

especially on the level of uncertainity on aircraft trajectories. High uncertainity will 

lead  to detect a high number of potential conflicts, and put a high workload on the 

monitoring and solving conflicts [3]. 

As the air traffic contiunes to grow it will become increasingly necessary to find new 

optimization methods. The main problem  is the access of aircraft from one point to 

target point with optimal time and optimal cost under high uncertainties. 
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The aim of this thesis  is to document research undertaken to examine the detection 

and resolution of conflict resolution in air traffic management with: 

• Finding optimal solution in a very short time with optimal route trajectories 

• Comparing solution models 

• Enhancing a new model for conflict resolution (potential field method) 

• Emphasizing “free flight” concept 

1.2 Outline of the thesis 

In the thesis, before the aircraft conflict detection and resoluion subject, will be given 

firstly some information about aircraft model and air traffic management and control. 

Then aircraft conflict detection and resolution subject will be studied. After that, an 

algorithm for conflict resolution, potential field method, will be given. And thesis 

will be ended with a chapter, advanced potential field method, and conclusions.
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2.  AIRCRAFT MODEL 

In aircraft conflict problems, it is essential to know aircraft’s model and behaviour. 

Because aircrafts are too complex and diffucult to control. So, we should have some 

brief information about the aircrafts which will be controlled in conflict situations. 

Recent advances in computational methods have allowed the modelling and 

simulations of increasingly detailed aircraft components, and even  the aircraft in full 

configuration. The relationships between the different disciplines determine how the 

aircraft system behaves, and in the process some details of the single discipline may 

be lost. The connectivity between the parts, as shown in Fig. 2.1, is in many cases 

more important than the details of a single component [4]. Having accepted the 

limitations of the available data, the problem is moved towards the discussion of 

what factors are critical to the improvement of the prediction of the aircraft system. 

The system described in Fig. 2.1 can be further extended, as to include other 

important aspects of flight, such as the effects of icing, the effects of adverse 

weather, flight paths optimisation, etc. 

 

Figure 2.1 : Multi-physics approach to aircraft flight performance. 

The airplane is described by a set of parameters, in the category: geometry, 

performance limits, engines, operational conditions. More specifically, the model 

components will be given as subtitles after there. 



 

2.1 Aircraft geometry 

The geometry is calculated from digital drawings

specifications. The approach followed, as d

possible approximation without making use of

From the geometry frame, several dozen parameters are derived, including the

planform areas, wetted areas, perimeters, equivalent

volumes (or capacities). The system breakdown is shown in Fig. 2.

elements shown in this graph require a separate geometrical

Figure 2.2 : Breakdown of the aircraft into system components.

Figs. 2.3–5 show an example of how the airplane geometry

technical drawings. The dots denote

Fig. 2.6 shows the definition points for the nacelle

of  the airplane: in this instance 27 points have been used for the nacelle and 21 for

the pylon. The whole airplane is constructed from 237
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The geometry is calculated from digital drawings and compared with manufacturer’s 

approach followed, as described below, represents the

possible approximation without making use of the CAD drawings of the airplane. 

frame, several dozen parameters are derived, including the

planform areas, wetted areas, perimeters, equivalent diameters, form factors and 

The system breakdown is shown in Fig. 2.2. Each of the

elements shown in this graph require a separate geometrical and functional model. 

Breakdown of the aircraft into system components.

example of how the airplane geometry is constructed from 

technical drawings. The dots denote some of the  reference points used in each view.

6 shows the definition points for the nacelle and the  pylon from  the side view 

instance 27 points have been used for the nacelle and 21 for

the pylon. The whole airplane is constructed from 237 control points. 

and compared with manufacturer’s 

escribed below, represents the best 

the CAD drawings of the airplane. 

frame, several dozen parameters are derived, including the 

form factors and 

Each of the 

and functional model.  

 

Breakdown of the aircraft into system components. 

is constructed from 

reference points used in each view. 

the side view 

instance 27 points have been used for the nacelle and 21 for 
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Figure 2.3 : Construction of airplane geometry from top view. 

 

Figure 2.4 : Construction of airplane geometry from side view. 

 

Figure 2.5 : Construction of airplane geometry from front view. 

 

Figure 2.6 : Definition of reference points for nacelle (.) and pylon (o). 
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Aircraft’s area is another issue of aircraft geometry. Instead of trying to calculate the 

area by complicated geometrical formulas, the calculation is done according to a 

stochastic strategy, based on a Monte Carlo method. Briefly, the geometry is 

described by a set of points, whose only condition is to be ordered, from start to end. 

This set of points only needs a local (arbitrary) coordinate system. If all the points 

are referenced to the same coordinate system, then it is possible to extract additional 

information, such as centroids and moment arms [4]. The table of calculated wetted 

area of Boeing 777-300 is given in Table 2.1 at below. 

Table 2.1: Wetted area breakdown for the Boeing 777-300 (calculated) 

Item 
Planform A 

(��) 
Wetted A  

(��) 
A (%) 

Fuselage   1176,2 50,1 

    Nose 162,6 6,9 

    Centre 887,5 37,8 

    Tail cone 126,1 5,4 

Wing group 31,2 

    Exposed wing 361 732,5 31,2 

    Exposed wing w/o rack 735 31,3 

    Tip closure 0,4 0 

    Winglets 

    Flap racks 15,9 0,7 

Stabiliser group 179,5 7,7 

    Horizontal tail 85 179,5 7,7 

       Elevators 21,5 43,5 1,8 

    Vertical tail 37 79,6 3,4 

       Rudders 16,5 33,2 1,4 

Engine group 148,3 6,4 

    Nacelles 123,7 5,3 

    Pylons 24,6 1,1 

Total 2346,7 100 

Estimated error   1%   
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2.2 Aerodynamic model 

The aerodynamic model is required to provide the steady-state characteristics of the 

airplane, in particular the wing lift and the drag with its breakdown in system 

contribution (wing, fuselage, tail plane, etc.) and physical contribution (induced drag, 

profile drag, interference drag, etc.). The model described also provides approximate 

values of the aerodynamic derivatives, which are used for off-design calculations, 

such as flight control with one engine inoperative (OEI). However, the most 

important characteristics of the airplane is the aerodynamic drag, because this 

parameter governs the fuel flow, and hence the overall performance of the airplane. 

A number of technical publications address the relationship between drag and 

performance, is given AGARD [5]. 

2.3 Engine model 

The model of the engine is done through a logical connection between sub-systems. 

Each sub-system is defined via a number of design and operational parameters or 

control parameters. Dozen of engine parameters can be independently examined, for 

example the inlet/outlet aerothermodynamic parameters at each components, the 

thrust-specific fuel consumption, the net thrust and the engine’s emissions. The key 

global parameters of the engine used in the flight simulation are: thrust, fuel flow, 

mass flow, exhaust gas temperature and TSFC (Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption). 

Aero-thermodynamic parameters exchanged between engine components are not 

stored, because not relevant in the present context.  

The data required by the engine model are described below. Inlet: design mass flow 

and pressure ratio (2 parameters); fan: by-pass ratio, core side pressure ratio, duct 

side pressure ratio, fan efficiency (4); lowpressure (LP) compressor: design pressure 

ratio and design efficiency (2); high-pressure (HP) compressor: design pressure ratio 

and design efficiency (2); duct: total pressure loss (1); combustor: design efficiency,  

relative pressure loss,and one of the following: (a) fuel flow, (b) fuel-to-air ratio, (c) 

exit temperature. HP and LP turbine require design efficiency (2 parameters); nozzle: 

drag coefficient (1 parameter). Additionally, the spools rotational speeds must be set, 

although these speeds do not intervene directly in the aerothermodynamic equations. 
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In all, about 20 essential parameters are required, along with other non-critical 

parameters that can be left as default for all turbofan engines [4]. 

2.4 Noise model 

The aircraft noise is calculated by summation of the noise levels of each sub-system. 

The noise level is always calculated through with empirical relations. The noise 

sources are: engines (including fan, compressor, combustor, core and jet-mixing 

noise), airframe (including flaps) and under-carriage. The method used is based on 

the ‘‘components’’ concept, like NASA’s code ANOPP (see for example [6]).  

A flow chart showing the noise simulation model is reported in Fig. 2.7. The data 

required to model the aircraft noise simulation: aircraft weight, atmospheric 

conditions at aircraft’s position; engine data (exit nozzle area, rotor–stator spacing, 

fan dimensions, rpm, number of fan blades, fan design point, jet velocity, mass flow 

through the fan, mass flow through the core and some thermodynamic cycle 

temperatures and pressures); airframe and under-carriage geometrical data, such as 

those derived by the geometry module. 

 

Figure 2.7 : Noise module of flight program 
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2.5 Flight model 

In summary, the basic routine calculations performed by flight include two major 

modules: a performance module that provides the basic performance charts of the 

aircraft, and a mission module, that provides the fuel and weight planning for a 

specified mission (see Fig. 2.8).  

 

Figure 2.8 : Flow chart of flight program 

The performance module does the following calculations:  

1. Aircraft geometry, wetted area components, dimensions, centroids, volumes, etc. 

2. Aerodynamic performance charts. 

3. Engine performance charts. 

4. SAR performance charts. 

5. Control and stability charts. 

6. Take-off and landing charts (weight–altitude–temperature). 

7. Economic Mach number charts. 

8. Payload-range charts and constant BRGW charts 



 

2.6 Fuel and weight planning

A typical mission is shown in graphical form in Fig. 2

Figure 2.9 :

The payload and the weight of the passenger service items

number of passengers and the bulk

weight of the service items (food, drinks, magazines, 

associated overheads) depends on the type of

members depends on the type of service. These data can be input directly in

operational parameters. The calculation of the

is done iteratively. Given the mission range and the cruise Mach number,

calculated with the following procedure

1. Set a reasonable value for the ramp weight.

2. Calculate the taxi-out fuel. 

3. Calculate the take-off fuel to clearing of screen at 50 ft.

4. Calculate the climb to ICA fuel.

5. Calculate the cruise fuel for required range minus enroute

6. Calculate the descent fuel. 

7. Calculate the landing fuel. 

8. Calculate the taxi-in fuel. 

9. Calculate the contingency fuel.

10. Calculate the ramp weight.

11. Check convergence and return to step 2.

12 

Fuel and weight planning 

A typical mission is shown in graphical form in Fig. 2.9. 

Figure 2.9 : Flight mission of a transport aircraft. 

The payload and the weight of the passenger service items are calculated from the 

number of passengers and the bulk cargo. The weight per passenger is fixed; the 

service items (food, drinks, magazines, on-board entertainment

associated overheads) depends on the type of operators; likewise, the number of crew 

on the type of service. These data can be input directly in

operational parameters. The calculation of the ramp weight is more complicated, and 

Given the mission range and the cruise Mach number, 

calculated with the following procedure[7]: 

1. Set a reasonable value for the ramp weight. 

off fuel to clearing of screen at 50 ft. 

4. Calculate the climb to ICA fuel. 

5. Calculate the cruise fuel for required range minus enroute climb and descent.

alculate the contingency fuel. 

10. Calculate the ramp weight.  

11. Check convergence and return to step 2. 
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 the fuel is 

climb and descent. 
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As it is depicted aircraft has main sub-systems that should concern with the problems 

about aircraft. In civil aviation, enterprises usually deal with only fuel and weight 

planning. The other topics usually are assessed by aircraft manufacturers. 
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3.  AIRCRAFT TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 

The air  traffic control system of a region or country manages all the aircraft that fly 

in its airspace, designs control sectors, manages the flows between the different 

airports, and ensures separation between aircraft during their flight, takeoff, and 

landing. Thus it operates at different levels, each one of them designed to provide 

control, ensure safety and limit the traffic passed to the next level [8]. 

Commercial air travel is increasing at a rapid rate both in the US and throughout the 

world, putting tremendous pressure on the ATC system. On a typical day in the 

United States, over 1.5 million people fly aboard some 130,000 flights. 

Notwithstanding recent events, domestic and world-wide air traffic is expected to 

grow to unprecedented levels over the coming decades: revenue passenger miles 

worldwide of 1.7 trillion in 1996 are anticipated to reach 3 trillion in 2006 and 4.5 

trillion by 2016 [9]. These current and anticipated circumstances about air traffic 

flow, make necessary to enhance ATC efficiency and capacity. 

In this chapter firstly, we mention about a brief history of ATC, then we give 

functions of air traffic controller. After that, we define existing ATM models. Lastly 

we discuss free flight concept. 

3.1 History of Air Traffic Control 

The history of Air Traffic Control (ATC) is namely history of civil aviation of US. 

Because civil aviation was born there and US founded the ATC concept.  

Air Traffic Control consists of proactive and reactive applications of technology and  

procedures to address aviation operational initiatives, aircraft performance 

improvements, and Congressional reactions (in US) to aircraft accidents and 

incidents. An early technological and  procedural illustration of ATC addressing 

aviation operational initiatives was the use of lighted towers to illuminate over 

18,000 miles of cross-country airways in the 1920s and 1930s, which enabled pilots 

to fly at night.  
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An example of ATC aligning with aircraft performance improvements was the first 

landing in a blinding snowstorm of a passenger-carrying Boeing 247-D airliner 

traveling from Washington, DC to Pittsburgh in January of 1938, which was 

successful because of a ground-based instrument landing system that complemented 

the aircraft’s navigation system. Examples of ATC responding to Congressional 

reaction to accidents and incidents, such as the first crash of an airliner that killed 27 

people in 1946 and the midair collision of two airliners over New York City that 

killed 134 people in 1960, include accelerated installation of new equipment and the 

initiation of studies to improve the capabilities of the ATC system[10-11]. Other civil 

aircraft conflicts are depicted in the Table 3.1 below[27]. 
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Table 3.1: History of civil aircraft conflicts 

Date Fatalities Survivors Flights involved 

1938 Aug 24 45   Two Japanese aircraft  

1942 Oct 23 12 2 American Airlines Flight 28 / US Army B-34 flight  

1945 Jul 12 3   Eastern Air Lines flight / US Army B-25 flight  

1949 Nov 1 55 1 Eastern Air Lines 537 / Lockheed P-38 test flight  

1951 Apr 25 43 0 Cubana de Aviación 493 / US Navy flight  

1955 Jan 12 15 0 TWA flight / Private flight  

1956 Jun 30 128 0 UA Flight 718 / TWA Flight 2  

1958 Apr 21 49 0 United Airlines Flight 736 / USAF F-100 Super Sabre 

1958 May.20 12 1 Capital Airlines Flight 300 / Air National Guard flight  

1960 Dec 16 134 0 UA Flight 826 / TWA Flight 266 

1963 Feb 1 87   Middle East Airlines Flight 265 / Turkish Air Force flight  

1965 Dec 4 4 158 TWA Flight 42 / Eastern Airlines Flight 853  

1967 Mar.09 26 0 TWA Flight 553 / Private flight  

1967 Jul 19 82 0 Piedmont Airlines Flight 22 / Lanseair Inc. flight  

1969 Sep 9 82 0 Allegheny Airlines Flight 853 / Private flight  

1971 Jul 30 162 1 ANA Flight 58 / JASDF flight  

1975 Jan 9 14 0 Golden West Airlines Flight 261 / Private flight  

1976 Jun 6 50 1 Hughes Airwest Flight 706 / US Marines flight  

1976 Sep 10 176 0 BA Flight 476 / Inex-Adria Flight 550 

1978 Sep 25 144 0 PSA Flight 182 / Private flight  

1979 Aug 11 178 0 Aeroflot 65816 / Aeroflot 65735 

1986 Aug 31 82 0 Aeroméxico Flight 498 / Private flight  

1993 Nov 26 4 0 NZ Police Eagle  / NZ Police traffic patrol  

1996 Nov 12 349 0 
Saudi Airlines Flight 763 / Kazakhstan Airlines Flight 
1907 

2002 Jul 1 71 0 Bashkirian Airlines Flight 2937 / DHL Flight 611  

2006 Sep 29 154 7 Gol Transportes Aéreos Flight 1907 / ExcelAire flight  

2007 Jul 27 4 0 KNXV-TV news helicopter / KTVK news helicopter  

2009 Aug 8 9 0 Piper PA-32 / Eurocopter AS350 Tour Helicopter 

2010 Feb 6 3 3 Piper Pawnee / Cirrus SR20  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_accidents_and_incidents_on_commercial_aircraft#1938
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Airlines_Flight_28
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_accidents_and_incidents_on_commercial_aircraft#1945
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eastern_Air_Lines_Flight_537
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cubana_de_Aviaci%C3%B3n_Flight_493
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1955_Cincinnati_mid-air_collision
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1956_Grand_Canyon_mid-air_collision
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Airlines_Flight_736
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capital_Airlines#Accidents_and_incidents
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1960_New_York_air_disaster
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Middle_East_Airlines_Flight_265&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1965_Carmel_mid-air_collision
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TWA_Flight_553
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Piedmont_Airlines_Flight_22
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allegheny_Airlines_Flight_853
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/All_Nippon_Airways_Flight_58
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_West_Airlines_Flight_261
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hughes_Airwest_Flight_706
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1976_Zagreb_mid-air_collision
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PSA_Flight_182
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1979_Dniprodzerzhynsk_mid-air_collision
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerom%C3%A9xico_Flight_498
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1993_Auckland_mid-air_collision
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1996_Charkhi_Dadri_mid-air_collision
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1996_Charkhi_Dadri_mid-air_collision
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bashkirian_Airlines_Flight_2937
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gol_Transportes_A%C3%A9reos_Flight_1907
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2007_Phoenix_news_helicopter_collision
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2009_Hudson_River_mid-air_collision
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Piper_Pawnee_/_Cirrus_SR20&action=edit&redlink=1
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After some initial growing pains, the unwieldy Civil Aeronautics Authority became 

the Civil Aeronautics Administration (CAA) in 1940. The CAA centralized and  

standardized aviation procedures. Additionally, the administration implemented air 

traffic management practices using up to date instrument flight technology and 

approach control and interstate airway communication procedures. Congress 

provided adequate funding to the CAA in response to the problems of congestion, 

near misses, and unsafe mixing of air traffic operating under instrument and visual 

flight rules. The federal government also increased CAA’s budget to support World 

War II related flight operations during a time when the US aviation industry became 

the largest in the world. Unfortunately, by the mid 1950s the CAA’s budget shrank. 

Disgruntled air traffic controllers left their underpaid profession. In 1957 two midair 

collisions between military jets operating under visual flight rules and civilian 

airliners operating under instrument flight rules prompted Congress to establish the 

Federal Aviation Agency in 1958 and give the director cabinet rank [10-11]. 

The creation of the Federal Aviation Agency clearly indicated the national 

importance of the US aviation system, yet it did not address all of the system’s needs. 

The Agency experienced a short-lived independence. It became part of the 

Department of Transportation in 1967 and was renamed the Federal Aviation 

Administration (FAA). Like its predecessor organizations, the FAA experienced 

funding constraints in the late 1960s that precluded modernization in order to 

maintain day-to-day operations. The deregulation of the airline industry in 1978 

overwhelmed the air traffic control system due to the creation of the hub and spoke 

networks by the airlines. Three years later frustrated controllers went on strike and 

President Reagan directed the FAA to fire over 10,000 controllers who left their jobs. 

Poor management and changing technology caused the billion-dollar air traffic 

control modernization project of the late 1980s to falter [10-11]. Today the ATC 

system remains as an interim modernization effort that faces challenges of 

congestion, resource constraints, and security issues stemming from the terrorist 

attacks of September 11, 2001. 

3.2 Air Traffic Controller functions 

Air traffic controllers serve in a variety of functions to provide safe passage to  

aircraft operating. The phases of a commercial airline flight provides   a good 
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framework to best understand the roles fulfilled by air traffic controllers. The 

following sequential phases of flight – preflight, takeoff, departure, enroute, 

approach, and landing - correspond with air traffic controller activities of tracking, 

monitoring, and directing aircraft [12]. 

Preflight: The “clearance delivery controller” works in a control tower and issues a 

flight plan clearance to the pilot of each flight. He or she then creates a flight 

progress strip, which is a piece of paper that contains information about each flight. 

After radioing a clearance to the pilot, the clearance delivery controller gives the 

flight progress strip to a “ground controller,” another member of the control tower. 

The ground controller directs aircraft from the departure gate by providing taxi 

instructions to the pilot. The ground controllers in the tower rely primarily on visual 

observation and radio communication to direct aircraft on the ground. They also use 

computer databases to manage information and Airport Surface Detection Equipment 

(ASDE) or “surface radar” to monitor aircraft and ground vehicular activity during 

reduced visibility [28]. 

Takeoff: Approximately 15 minutes after leaving the gate, the average commercial 

aircraft is in position to enter the active runway. At that time the ground controller 

physically passes the flight progress strip to the “local controller,” who issues the 

clearance for takeoff to the pilot. The local controller is responsible for maintaining 

appropriate spacing during takeoff, depending on the size and type of aircraft. The 

local controller visually monitors aircraft from the vantage point of the control tower 

and observes radar displays showing the progress of the flight on the ground and in 

the air. When the aircraft is approximately five miles from the airport, the local 

controller instructs the pilot to change radio frequency and contact the “departure 

controller” [28]. 
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Departure: The departure controller sits in front of a radar display in one of the 184 

Terminal Radar Approach Control (TRACON) facilities in the US. The departure 

controller identifies each aircraft by an electronic tag on the radar display. The 

departure controller directs the aircraft from the airport to the en route airspace by 

giving pilots heading, altitude, and speed instructions to safely guide each aircraft to 

its cruise altitude via an air corridor. After directing the aircraft to a point near the 

boundary of the TRACON, the departure controller electronically hands-off the 

aircraft to a “center controller” at one of the 21 Air Route Traffic Control Centers 

(ARTCC) in the US. The departure controller instructs the pilot to change radio 

frequency and contact the center controller [28]. 

Enroute: Center controllers monitor flights on a radar display during the cruise phase 

by providing spacing and weather advisories to the pilots. Each center consists of 

approximately 20 sectors each monitored by two center controllers. As each flight 

passes through the center controller’s sector, he or she hands-off the flights to either 

another center controller or to a TRACON  “approach controller” if the aircraft needs 

to descend towards a final destination. Center controllers use computer based 

prediction tools, such as the Traffic Management Advisor (TMA), to determine when 

congestion may occur at an airport due to too many simultaneous arrivals. The TMA 

provides recommended flight adjustments that controllers may issue in order to 

adjust aircraft arrivals to remain within the capacity of the airport [28]. 

Approach: Like the departure controller, the approach controller observes a radar 

display in the TRACON. The approach controller simultaneously separates aircraft 

and sequences them into a smooth flow of arrivals at the destination airport by 

instructing pilots to change heading, speed, and altitude. The approach controller 

instructs the pilot to change radio frequency to contact the local controller when the 

aircraft is approximately 10 miles from the destination airport. In addition to the 

radar display, some TRACONs have the Final Approach Spacing Tool (FAST) to 

help approach controllers determine how to best sequence arriving aircraft according 

to their size and capabilities [28]. 
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Landing: Similar to takeoff, but in the opposite order, the controllers in the tower 

control the arriving aircraft from about 10 miles away from the airport until the 

aircraft parks at a gate. The local controller issues a landing clearance and directs the 

aircraft off of the runway onto a taxiway. The ground controller provides taxi 

instructions to safely direct the aircraft to an arrival gate. Table 3.2 summarizes the 

different types of controllers, their functions, and their tools [28]. 

Table 3.2: Air traffic controller’ functions and locations. 

Controller Location Function Tools 

Clearance Delivery Tower Clears flight plan, creates 
flight progress strip 

Radio, database 

Ground Tower Taxi instructions, ground 
separation 

Radio, surface radar 

Local Tower Takeoff separation, landing 
clearance 

Radio, surface radar, 
airport radar 

Departure TRACON Separation, route to cruise 
altitude in center 

Radio, radar 

Center ARTCC Enroute separation, route to 
approach control 

Radio, radar, TMA 

Approach TRACON Separation, sequence arrivals 
to final destination 

Radio, radar, FAST 

The six functions performed by the 19,000 air traffic controllers in the US involve 

approximately 64,000 daily flight plans and a constant presence of approximately 

5,000 airborne aircraft over the US between 7:00am and 7:00pm daily [12]. 

3.3 Existing ATM models 

Traffic conflicts between aircraft flying under an advanced ATM system will affect 

overall system benefit, cost, and safety. There are a number of established models of 

airspace traffic management which have been or are being used to assess the 

feasibility of, or capacity of, or the safety of air traffic. These include [17]: 

TCAS: Traffic Collosion Avoidance System 

The Traffic alert and Collision Avoidance System (or TCAS) is an aircraft collision 

avoidance system designed to reduce the incidence of mid-air collisions between 

aircraft. It monitors the airspace around an aircraft for other aircraft equipped with a 

corresponding active transponder, independent of air traffic control, and warns pilots 

of the presence of other transponder-equipped aircraft which may present a threat 

of mid-air collision. It is an implementation of the Airborne Collision Avoidance 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aircraft_collision_avoidance_systems
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aircraft_collision_avoidance_systems
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air_traffic_control
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid-air_collision
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airborne_Collision_Avoidance_System
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System mandated by International Civil Aviation Organization to be fitted to all 

aircraft with maximum take-off mass over 5700 kg (12,586 lbs) or authorized to 

carry more than 19 passengers [27]. 

ARC2000: Automatic Radar Control for the years beyond 2000 

ARC2000 is specifically targeted to the study of ground-based, automated conflict 

avoidance based on 4D-FMS availability. The goal is to demonstrate improvements 

in capacity that are possible using this method. Resolution success rate is still too low 

to consider operational implementation in an automated system. However, the 

strategic conflict resolution features of ARC2000 seem to generate very cost efficient 

solutions (less than 1% time and fuel penalty) under high traffic load. Those 

ARC2000 features could be added to RAMS to model a two-tier ATC with strategic 

and tactical conflict resolution. 

BDT: Banc De Test 

BDT is unsuitable for use in the non-controlled airport environment. It is a modular 

program primarily used to test new automated conflict resolution schemes at the 

tactical level. It is not a system-wide model, and it could not be readily used to 

validate Air Traffic Control concepts (e.g. Free Flight). Additionally, it is not useful 

for Air Traffic Flow Management, terminal areas, airport capacities and weather. 

DORATASK 

DORATASK is a fast-time simulation developed by the UK Civil Aviation Authority 

(CAA) for evaluating sector capacity, based on controller workload limits, by 

systematically summing up the time the controller might spend on observable and 

nonobservable tasks for each category of traffic in a sector. It allows prediction of 

capacity changes resulting from changes in manning levels, route structures or 

relative traffic loadings, ATC procedures or equipment, and airspace resectorization. 

DORATASK defines the capacity of a sector as that which creates a level of 

workload equal to a specified level (e.g 48 occupied minutes per hour). Its use is 

limited to evaluating controller saturation and does not cater for conflict resolution 

predicaments. 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airborne_Collision_Avoidance_System
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Civil_Aviation_Organization
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NARSIM 

NARSIM presently simulates almost all important entities involved in current air 

traffic control including the air traffic system, parametrized radar models, several 

ATM tools and display software. While it can be used to detect both long and short 

range conflict, it cannot be used alone for conflict resolution. 

RAMS: Reorganized ATC Mathematical Simulator 

RAMS is a new airspace operations simulation tool developed for Eurocontrol. 

While currently it has a closed-architecture, RAMS apparently offers enough 

freedom to investigate many aspects of future concepts such as flying direct routes. 

However, this simulation tool is very recent and extensive usage is necessary to fully 

assess its capabilities. 

SDAT: Sector Design Analysis Tool (FAA) 

SDAT has been designed to be user friendly with a GUI interface and on-line help 

facilities. Graphical displays of data and analyses results showing user selected 

information are available. SDAT takes the actual observed tracks, simplifies them 

into linear segments and determines the crossing points. Conflict probabilities for 

these points are then determined by assuming the aircraft to be randomly distributed 

in time along these tracks. The analysis is performed mathematically in a single run 

as compared to simulations which use multiple time-stepping runs with 

randomization (Monte-Carlo) to get statistical measures. 

RATSG: Robust Air Traffic Situation Generator 

The Robust Air Traffic Situation Generator (RATSG) allows the user to design 4D 

flight plans (position and time) for a number of pseudo aircraft for use in simulation 

studies. Waypoints can be defined relative to fixed earth coordinates or relative to a 

subject aircraft. The pseudo aircraft can automatically change speed, altitude, or 

heading in order to assure that a desired air traffic situation occurs regardless of the 

actions of a human pilot. While primarily intended for real-time, human-in-theloop 

simulation studies, the tool can be used in fast-time traffic simulations. The principal 

application of RATSG is in the development of traffic encounter situations for 

human-in-the-loop simulations. 
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SIMMOD 

In the hands of a skilled user, SIMMOD is possibly the most powerful existing tool 

for "fine granularity" simulation of airport surface operations, allowing for arbitrarily 

high levels of detail (e.g., simulation of push-back operations, gate occupancies, de-

icing procedures, etc.). The principal perceived weakness of SIMMOD is that it is a 

"labor intensive" model whose users must undergo a significant amount of training. 

Moreover, to avoid several potential pitfalls, SIMMOD users must have a very good 

understanding of ATM and airport operations. 

TOPAZ: Traffic Organization and Perturbation AnalyZer 

In order to keep things computationally manageable, the level of detail which can be 

handled for each ATM entity is limited. As such the nominal models used within 

TOPAZ are less detailed than those commonly used in fast-time air traffic simulation 

environments (e.g. TAAM). In return, however, TOPAZ enables a probabilistic 

incorporation of rare non-nominal event sequences within the analysis. Another 

limitation is that for every instantiation of an operational ATM concept, TOPAZ will 

often need an appropriate adaptation of already available high level Petri net 

modules. For such adaptation a high level of expertise is required from multiple 

domains (stochastic modelling, human factors, air traffic expertise). 

TAAM: Total Airspace & Airport Modeller 

TAAM is currently the most fully featured ATM simulation available and with 

further enhancement could be incorporated into a system of models for the 

evaluation of concepts such as Free Flight. TAAM is a 4D flight path simulation and 

allows greater realism than mesh based simulations such as SIMMOD. It is possible 

to simulate dynamic re-routing, e.g. to avoid conflicts with other aircraft although it 

is not apparent whether it is sufficient to model complete Free Flight. Hazardous 

weather can be input as SIGMETs (severe TAAM is one of the large scale, high level 

of detail fast-time simulations for entire weather advisories) and TAAM can 

determine which aircraft will be affected by these severe weather areas. Conflict 

avoidance capabilities are somewhat limited. Conflicts are detected by ghost aircraft 

flying the look-ahead time ahead on the prescribed flight-path. 
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3.4 Free flight 

In the late 1990s the FAA, in concert with the aviation community, recognized four  

goals related to airspace in order to increase the capacity, accessibility, and flexibility 

of airspace available to aircraft while also contributing to the increased safety of 

aircraft operations (Federal Aviation Administration, 1999). The proposed method of 

meeting the goals is through a concept called “Free Flight.” The FAA accepts the 

definition of Free Flight (FF) advocated by the Radio Technical Commission for 

Aeronautics (RTCA), a consortium of government and industry organizations 

established in 1935 to build consensus among all members of the aviation 

community regarding issues of mutual concern. The RTCA describes Free Flight as, 

“…a safe and efficient operating capability under instrument flight rules in which the 

operators have the freedom to select their path and speed in real time. Air traffic 

restrictions are imposed only to ensure separation, to preclude exceeding airport 

capability, to prevent unauthorized flight through special use airspace, and to ensure 

safety of flight. Restrictions are limited in extent and duration to correct the 

identified problem. Any activity which removes restrictions represents a move 

toward Free Flight” [29]. 

FF refers to a new concept of ATM in which pilots will be given the freedom to 

choose their own heading, altitude, and speed in real time without being restricted by 

ATC instructions or out dated  route structures. While under current ATC 

procedures, pilots are required to strictly follow the ATCos’ instructions, under FF 

conditions, pilots flying under IFR would be allowed to maneuver freely and 

possibly deviate from their course without even notifying the controller much like 

pilots flying under VFR [13].  

Instead of staying on assigned airways and jet routes, which limit fuel efficiency, 

aircraft can take shortest-path routes and take advantage of favorable winds or avoid 

unfavorable winds. The airspace under FF conditions will be less structured. 

Conflicts are no longer restricted to the points where airways and jetroutes cross, but 

could occur at any point in a sector. A flight plan will be available to ATCos, but not 

as a basis for separation, only for the management of the traffic flow. In the maturest 

case of FF, separation authority will fully shift to the cockpit. Traffic patterns 

became less uniform and predictable under FF. This change will most likely increase 

the difficulty of detecting conflicts. While under current conditions potential conflict 
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points are limited to the intersecting airways, FF conditions will create more 

potential intersections. Figure 3.1 demonstrates the structure of the airspace under 

current and FF conditions. 

 

Figure 3.1 : Airspace structure under current and free flight conditions. 

The changes associated with the use of airspace may entail a dramatic shift from a 

philosophy of firm control to that of loose management. Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 

graphically show the physical and conceptual changes the FAA must undergo to 

transition from the current radar-based system of air traffic control to the satellite-

based Free Flight system of air traffic management. Currently, aircraft flying under 

IFR rely on voice transmissions from groundbased controllers using radar and radio 

transmissions from ground-based navigation aids to move through airspace as 

depicted in Figure 3.2.  

 

Figure 3.2 : Current radar-based transition system of air traffic control. 

Under the FAA’s proposed Free Flight system portrayed in Figure 3.3, technological 

innovations such as advanced cockpit displays and conflict avoidance software may 

allow aircraft to fly freely using satellite based navigation and procedures that 

integrate aircraft flight paths and ATC systems (FAA, 1999). The desired end result 

is a system that gives pilots the freedom of flying under visual flight rules (VFR) 

while providing the safe separation of aircraft similar to that of aircraft flying IFR. 
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Figure 3.3 : Fututre  satellite-based transition system of air traffic control. 

3.4.1 Expected benefits of free flight 

The projected benefits of Free Flight are numerous (see Fig. 3.4) and include the 

potential to increase airspace capacity by at least a factor of three. The expected 

benefits pertain to the following issues [14]:  

• Access and equity 

• Reduced workload for ATCos.  

• Increased flight crew situation awareness  

• Safety improvements 

• Enhanced traffic capacity and flight efficiency 

• Environmental benefits 

 



 

Figure 3.4 : Benefits of Free Flight

As it is expressed before, one of the aim of this study is to emphasize the free flight 

concept. After advanced ATC tools, the main goal is to catch free flight in ATM. 

However, before resolving the aircarft conflicts, free flight concept meaningless. 

Now next chapter, we will give information about aircraft conflict detection and 

resolution concept.    
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4.  AIRCRAFT CONFLICT DETECTION AND RESOLUTION 

Traffic conflicts between aircraft flying under an advanced ATM system will affect 

overall system benefit, cost, and safety. To resolve these conflicts there so many 

methotds that have been developed. These methods for maintaining separation 

between aircraft in the current airspace system have been built from a foundation of 

structured routes and evolved procedures. Humans are an essential element in this 

process due to their ability to integrate information and make judgments. However, 

because failures and operational errors can occur, automated systems have begun to 

appear both in the cockpit and on the ground to provide decision support and to serve 

as traffic conflict alerting systems. These systems use sensor data to predict conflicts 

between aircraft and alert humans to a conflict and may provide commands or 

guidance to resolve the conflict. Relatively simple conflict predictors have been a 

part of air traffic control automation for several years, and the traffic alert and 

collision avoidance system (TCAS) has been in place onboard domestic transport 

aircraft since the early 1990s (see Fig. 4.1). Together, these automated systems 

provide a safety net should normal procedures and controller and pilot actions fail to 

keep aircraft separated beyond established minimums [15]. 

 

Figure 4.1: Air and ground components of conflict detection and 
resolution (bold    lines represent the nominal control path; thin 
lines represent automated monitoring). 
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4.1 Conflict detection and resolution process 

To begin, it is necessary to have a clear definition of conflict and several terms which 

are useful within in this context [16]: 

Standard separation: Two aircraft are said to be separated when the distance 

between their projections in the horizontal plane is superior to the standard horizontal 

separation (a distance expressed in nautical miles), or when the distance between 

their projections in the vertical plane is superior to the standard vertical separation (a 

distance expressed in feet). The standard horizontal separation for enroute traffic (as 

opposed to traffic in the departure or arrival phase, which is under close control) is 

between 5 and 8NM (1NM = 1852 m). The standard vertical separation is 1000 or 

2000 ft (1 ft = 30.48 cm). The result is a protected zone (PZ) or volume of airspace 

surrounding each aircraft that should not be infringed upon by another vehicle (see 

Fig 4.2). 

 

Figure 4.2:  Protected zone around an aircraft 

Elementary conflict: Two aircraft are said to be in elementary conflict at a given 

instant if the distance between their projections in either the horizontal or vertical 

plane is smaller than the standard horizontal or vertical separation, respectively. 

Potential conflict: Two aircraft are in potential conflict during T if the two aircraft 

are in the same plane and their trajectories intersect within this interval.          

Effective conflict: Two aircraft are in effective conflict during T if the distance of the 

two aircraft to the point of conflict will be smaller than the standard separation 

within this interval                                           .                                        

Cluster: A cluster of aircraft is a set of aircraft in potential conflict. If aircraft A is in 

potential conflict with aircraft B, and if aircraft B is in potential conflict with aircraft 

C, then aircraft A, B and C belong to the same cluster. A conflict between n aircraft 

implies a cluster of n aircraft. 
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Figure 4.3:

As shown in Fig. 4.3, the traffic environment must first be monitored and appropriate 

current state information must be collected and disseminated using sensors and 

communications equipment. These states provide an estimate of the current traffic 

situation (e.g., aircraft position and velocity). Because of the types of sensors that are 

used, these states may not completely describe the actual situation. For example, a 

system may only have access to range information between aircraft and be unable to 

determine bearing. Additionally, due to sensor errors or limited update rate, there is 

generally some uncertainty in the values of the current states that are available.   

When action is considered necessary, the conflict resolution

This involves determining an appropriate

information to the operators. 
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conflict detection and resolution (CDR) system is to 

going to occur in the future, communicate the detected conflict

operator and, in some cases, assist in the resolution of the conflict situation. These 

three fundamental processes can be organized into several phases or elements as 

4.3 [15]. Conflicts with hazards other than another aircraft can be 

to the same fundamental decision-making problem. Accordingly,

proximity warning systems are also included in the discussion here, and systems to 

warn of other hazards (such as weather) could be included as well.

 

Figure 4.3:  Conflict detection and resolution process

As shown in Fig. 4.3, the traffic environment must first be monitored and appropriate 

current state information must be collected and disseminated using sensors and 

communications equipment. These states provide an estimate of the current traffic 

(e.g., aircraft position and velocity). Because of the types of sensors that are 

used, these states may not completely describe the actual situation. For example, a 

system may only have access to range information between aircraft and be unable to 

ne bearing. Additionally, due to sensor errors or limited update rate, there is 

generally some uncertainty in the values of the current states that are available.   

When action is considered necessary, the conflict resolution phase may be initiated. 

nvolves determining an appropriate course of action and transmitting that 

operators.  

system is to predict that a 

the detected conflict to a human 

of the conflict situation. These 

be organized into several phases or elements as 

Conflicts with hazards other than another aircraft can be 

making problem. Accordingly, terrain 

in the discussion here, and systems to 

(such as weather) could be included as well. 

Conflict detection and resolution process 

As shown in Fig. 4.3, the traffic environment must first be monitored and appropriate 

current state information must be collected and disseminated using sensors and 

communications equipment. These states provide an estimate of the current traffic 

(e.g., aircraft position and velocity). Because of the types of sensors that are 

used, these states may not completely describe the actual situation. For example, a 

system may only have access to range information between aircraft and be unable to 

ne bearing. Additionally, due to sensor errors or limited update rate, there is 

generally some uncertainty in the values of the current states that are available.   

phase may be initiated. 

course of action and transmitting that 
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For example, TCAS issues resolution advisories to the pilot that command a target 

rate of climb or descent to avoid a collision. Other methods may be more passive and 

simply provide feedback to the operator about whether a manually entered trial 

action will resolve the conflict. Although the conflict resolution phase is shown as a 

single block in Fig. 4.3, it requires its own set of current state estimates, a resolution 

maneuver trajectory model, and decision criteria which may be different from those 

used in the conflict detection phase.  

Either or both conflict detection and conflict resolution may be automated or may be 

handled manually through procedures. For example, visual flight rules (VFR) place 

the responsibility for collision avoidance on the pilot, who must visually scan for 

traffic (conflict detection) and if a threat is perceived, take appropriate action 

according to a set of “rules of the road” (conflict resolution). Under instrument flight 

rules (IFR), an air traffic controller monitors traffic separation using radar and issues 

vectors to aircraft when a conflict is projected to occur. If conflicts are not resolved 

by the human operators themselves, resolution information is automatically issued by 

TCAS to provide additional guidance [15-17]. 

4.2 Comparision of conflict detection and resolution modeling methods 

There are more than 60 conflict detection and resolution methods. However, only a 

handful of methods have been deployed in laboratory environment or further for 

implementation [18]. Therefore, the following algorithms were selected for 

comparisions: 

Kuchar’s conflict detection algorithm [19]: This algorithm has been implemented at 

the NASA Ames Research Center in their Cockpit Display of Traffic Information 

(CDTI).  

Bilimoria and Lee [20]: They developed geometric optimization algorithm for the 

air-side where both conflict detection and resolution components are involved. This 

algorithm is currently being implemented in a prototype CDTI at the NASA Ames 

Research Center. 

The Direct-To [21]: It is a part of the Center-Terminal Radar Approach Control 

(TRACON) and Automation System (CATS) suite of tools. Direct-To is a ground-

side decision support tool that will provide a conflict free path direct to a point. 
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Paielli’s algorithm [22]: This algoritm is a part of the CTAS conflict probe and 

trajectory planning function. 

Mondoloni’s airbone conflict detection and resolution algoritm [23]: It was used by 

NASA Langely’s experiment called Airbone User Traffic Intent Information 

(AUTRII) 

User Request Evaluation Tool (URET) [24]: It was developed by MITRE 

Corporation for the ground-side conflict.   

4.2.1 Comparision of methods 

The comparision topics[18], that is used for comparing different methods, are in the 

below; 

1. Application: Air-side, ground-side, or both. 

2. Detection dimensions: Horizontal, vertical, or both. 

3. Resolution options: Horizontal, vertical, or both (including speed change). 

4. Resolution type: Manual creation of conflict-free resolutions vs. Automated 

creation. 

5. Prediction reliability: How well the predection about a conflict and its urgency 

level sustain over a period of time. 

6. Look ahead time: How far in advance the conflicts are detected. 

7. Predection input: The information that is used for predictors. 

8. Perceived false alarms and  misses: This measure indicates whether controllers and 

flight crew perceive too many false alarms or misses. 

9. Predicted time to closest point of approach: The time left to the closest point of 

approach (minimum distance) between two or more aircraft. 

10. Percent of resolution accepted: Percentage of suggested resolutions accepted by 

the user. 

11. Alert severity/level: The extent of severity identified (and classified) by the 

alerting logic. 

12. Conflict objects: The algorithm’s ability to detect conflicts from weather, 

Speacial Use Airspace(SUA) and other aircraft. 
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13. Multiple aircraft: The algorithm’s ability to resolve multiple aircraft. 

Table 4.1. shows comparision of methods according to the above topics. 

Table 4.1: Comparision between conflict detection and resolution methods 

ID Topic Kuchar 
Bilimoria 

& Lee Direct-To Paielli Mondoloni URET 

1 Application Air-side Air-side Ground-
side 

Ground-
side Air-side Ground-

side 

2 
Detection 
dimensions Both Both Both Both Both Both 

3 
Resolution 
options N/A 

Altitude, 
speed, 
heading and 
optimal 
combination 
of heading 
and speed 

Heading 
changes 

Heading or 
speed 
changes in 
horizontal 
plane 

Only 
horizontal 
maneuvers 

Manual 

4 
Resolution 
type 

No 
automated 
creation 

Automated 
creation 

Automated 
trial 
planning 
function 

Automated Automated 
resolution 
creation 

Manual 
trial 
planning 

5 
Predection 
reliability 

Most alerts 
are valid 

NA High High NA 0.8 

6 
Look ahead 
time 10 min. 8 min. 20 min. 20 min. 8 min. 20 min. 

7 
Predection 
input 

Flight 
management 
system data, 
flight plan, 
protected 
zone size, 
current state 
of intruder 
aircraft 

Flight plan, 
velocity 
vector 

Current 
position, 
altitude, 
speed, 
flight plan, 
and 
aircraft 
type 

Current 
position, 
altitude, 
speed, 
flight plan, 
and 
aircraft 
type 

State and 
intent of 
traffic and 
own ssip, 
mode 
control 
panel 
settings of 
own ship 

Current 
position, 
altitude, 
speed, 
flight 
plan, 
and 
aircraft 
type 

8 
Perceived 
false alarms 
and misses 

Comparisons on the same traffic sample are not available 

9 

Predicted 
time to 
closest point 
of approach 

10 min. NA Not 
provided 

Not 
provided 8 min. Not 

provided 

10 
Percent of 
resolutions 
accepted 

High 100%   73% Not tested 80% 

11 
Alert 
severity/level 

3 levels for 
FD, 4th 
level for 
ATSP 

1 2 levels 2 levels 3 levels 3 levels 

12 
Conflict 
objects 

Aircraft 
only 

Aircraft 
only 

Aircraft 
only 

Aircraft 
only 

Aircraft, 
SUA, 
weather, 
terrain 

Aircraft, 
SUA, 
weather 

13 
Multiple 
aircraft Yes Yes 5 6 Yes Yes 
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4.2.2 Discussion 

The comparision of different conflict detection and resolution methods reveal the 

following [18]:  

1. Not all methods have the same alerting levels. 

2. Not all methods offer resolutions that consider all heading, altitude, and speed 

changes. 

3. Research on effectievness of methods is not complete. We do not have complete 

comparitive data avaliable about their effectiveness. 

4. There is inadequate information about what parameters of air-side and ground-

based methods need to be compatible. 

5. Most algorithms have not been tested in an integrated fashion (with the exception 

of limited use of Kuschar’s algortihm and URET). Therefore, there is inadequate 

information about how and whether these algorithms differ from each other under 

variety of traffic loads.    

As it can be seen, methods have some similar and some different characteristics. To 

have a precise comparision between methods, methods should be examined using a 

common traffic sample. 
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5.  CONFLICT RESOLUTION WITH POTENTIAL FIELD METHOD 

As it is noted former chapter, there are more than 60 methods for solving conflict 

detection and resolution problems. One of them is potential field method. It is quite 

new method and mostly used to resolve mobile robot path planning problems. In this 

study, we applied potential field method to aircraft conflict detection and resolution 

problem. Firstly, we start with the information about potential field method. 

5.1 Potential field method 

Potential fields, as electric potential fields or magnetic potential fields, define a 

potential distribution in space that will be effective on any particle associated with 

that field. Every system in the universe is inclined to decrease its potential enrgy; 

hence any particle in a potential field is subject to a force in a direction to decrease 

its potential enegry. This force is determined by the strength of potential field and the 

position of the particle reference to this potential field. Attraction of oppositely 

charged particles, and repulsion of identically charged particles are consequences of 

this particle [25]. 

The princible underlying the method is goal and obstacle logic. In general, there are 

two principal objects in each environment: goals (we will further consider only one 

goal) and obstacles [26]. The goal should attract the object to its position and 

obstacles should repulse it from them (see Figure 5.1.).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1:  Attractive and repulsive potential field 
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Therefore we will speak about attractive �� �and repulsive �� strengths, respectively. 

Considering a two dimensional space, the total strength F in a certain point will be 

given as a vector sum: 

���	
�� ���	
�������	
��    (5.1)            

�� is the resultant force that act on the object. 

To see how the forces are occured in potential field, we give the details of the robot 

path planning with potential field method in the sub-chapter below.    

5.1.1 Robot path planning with potential field method 

During the past few years, potential field methods (PFM) for obstacle avoidance  

have gained increased popularity among researchers in the field of robots and mobile 

robots. The idea of imaginary forces acting on a robot has been suggested by 

Andrews and Hogan [29] and Khatib [30]. In these approaches obstacles exert 

repulsive forces onto the robot, while the target applies an attractive force to the 

robot. The sum of all forces, the resultant force R, determines the subsequent 

direction and speed of travel. One of the reasons for the popularity of this method is 

its simplicity and elegance. Simple PFMs can be implemented quickly and initially 

provide acceptable results without requiring many refinements. 

The PFM method uses a two-dimensional Cartesian grid, called the histogram grid C, 

for obstacle representation. Each cell (i,j) in the histogram grid holds a certainty 

value (CV) ��
� that represents the confidence of the algorithm in the existence of an 

obstacle at that location. This representation was derived from the certainty grid 

concept that was originally developed by Moravec and Elfes, [32]. In the histogram 

grid, CVs are incremented when the range reading from an ultrasonic sensor 

indicated the presence of an object at that cell [31]. 

Simultaneously, the potential field concept is applied to the histogram grid as shown 

in Figure 5.2. It works as follows: As the vehicle moves, a window of ��×�� cells 

accompanies it, overlying a square region of C. Region is called as the "active 

region" (denoted as C*), and cells that momentarily belong to the active region are 

called "active cells" (denoted as  ��
�*).  In current implementation, the size of the 

window is 33×33 cells (with a cell size of 10cm×10cm), and the window is always 

centered about the robot's position.  
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Each active cell exerts a virtual repulsive force ��
� toward the robot. The magnitude 

of this  force is proportional to ��
�* and inversely proportional to ��, where d is the 

distance between the cell and the center of the vehicle, and n is a positive number 

[31]. 

 

Figure 5.2:  Potential field force concept 

��
�  �������
�
����
��  !�"!#���
�� 	$ � %�"%#

���
�� �$&             (5.2)            

where; 

�'�          Repulsive force constant 

��(
 )�     Distance between active cell (i,j) and the robot 

*��           Certainity value of active cell (i,j) 

+            The width of the mobile robot 

	,
 �,       Robot’s present coordinates  

	� 
 ��        Coordinates of actice cell (i,j) 

And all virtual repulsive forces add up to yield the resultant repulsive force ��. 

�� � ��
��
� �                    (5.3)            

Simultaneously, a virtual attractive force �- of constant magnitude is applied to the 

vehicle, "pulling" it toward the target. 

�- �'-  !."!#�. 	$ � %."%#
�. �$&�                  (5.4)            
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where �'- is the target (attraction) force constant; �- is the distance between the 

target and the robot; and 	-, �- are the target coordinates. 

Summation of   �� and  �- yields the resultant force vector R. 

/����-�       (5.5)            

5.1.2 Problems with potential field method in robot path planning 

In the course of experimental work with the PFM algorithm, 3 significant problems 

identified that are inherent to PFMs and independent of the particular implementation 

[31]. The problems are given below. 

Trap situations due to local minima: Perhaps the best-known and most often-cited 

problem with PFMs is the problem of local minima or trapsituations. A trap-situation 

may occur when the robot runs into a dead end (e.g., inside a U-shaped obstacle). 

Traps can be created by a variety of different obstacle configurations, and different 

types of traps can be distinguished. However, trap-situations can be resolved by 

heuristic or global recovery.  

No passage between closely spaced obstacles: Figure 5.3 shows a mobile robot at an 

attempt to pass among two closely spaced obstacles (e.g., passing through a door 

frame). With PFMs, the repulsive forces from obstacle 1 and 2 are combined into the 

two lumped repulsive forces �0�1 and �0�2 , respectively. The sum of all repulsive 

forces (F =�0�1+�0�2 ) points straight away from the opening between the two 

obstacles. Depending on the relative magnitude of the target-directed force F, the 

robot will either approach the opening further, or it will turn away (as depicted in 

Figure 5.3). 

 

Figure 5.3:  PFM with densely spaced obstacles 
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Oscillations in the presence of obstacles and narrow passages: One of the most 

significant limitations of potential field methods is their tendency to cause unstable 

motion in the presence of  obstacles and narrow passages (see Figure 5.4). These 

oscillations are caused by the robot-environment mathematical analysis [31]. 

 

Figure 5.4:  Oscillations in the presence of obstacles and narrow passages 

5.2 Application of potential field method to conflict resolution 

In the case of conflict resolution with potential fields, the same approach is used; the 

aircrafts are directed with potential forces acting on them. The destination attracts the 

aircraft and other aircrafts around them repulse the aircraft. It ,is also possible to 

define any other repulsive or attractive field depending on the weather conditions, 

pilot considerations, etc. These forces do not act on the plane as accelerative forces, 

rather their resultant points to the direction that aircraft should go. The aircraft 

follows the directions updated each step, in real time, with its constant speed [25]. 

The problem in application of potential fields to conflict resolution is a matter of 

defining the forces acting on the aircraft. As it is mentioned before, destination 

attracts and other aircrafts repulse the aircraft. Add to these forces, vortex force and 

bad weather condition will be added to the system. Bad weather condition is a 

repulsive force and arbitrary. On the other hand, vortex field perpendicular to the 

repulsive force of each neighboring aircraft is applied, and in the case of a conflict 

aircrafts rotate in the prespecified direction [25].   
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5.2.1 Modeling the system 

The forces defined in the system are the attractive force (��), repulsive force (��), 

vortex force (�3), and bad weather (�45). These forces acting on the aircraft are 

shown in Figure 5.5. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5:  The forces acting on the aircraft in the potential field 
approach 

�� is the resulting force vector obtained by summing up all vectors.This resulting 

vector shows the direction that the aircraft should go. 

Definition of forces is extremely important for construction of resulting force. 

Definition of forces is below. 

��  �!6"!7�
8!6"!78        (5.6) 

��  �!7"!9�
8!7"!98 : �;�<= 8	1=	28�>;��� 8	1=	28 ? ;  (5.7) 

�3  @=A����BC   ��  @B����AC  (5.8) 

�45 �45�	1=	45�       (5.9) 

�� ��������3���45                    (5.10)       

In these equations the position vectors 	1 and 	2 are used for the positions of the 

planes, 	� for the destination of the plane, and 	45 for the position of the center of 

the bad weather. The vortex force is defined as perpendicular force to the repulsion 

force having the same magnitude with it. The repulsion force �� is affective when 

two aircraft approach each other a distance less than s, namely the distance between 

the airplanes are less than the alert zone, and the magnitude of the force increases 

with decreasing distance. The coefficient cbw in the equation of bad weather force, 

�45, is pu to model the strength of the bad weather condition. 
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�� is the sum of all forces that acting on the aircraft. And this force determines only 

the direction of the aircraft. Aircraft’s position is updated with the following 

equation: 

	1 A:D �E�-�
8�E�-�8 :�F                 (5.11)                

Aircraft flies in this direction with the constant speed v. 

In different example of potential field method, the forces can be defined and 

arranged in different manners. This differences depend on the model of aircraft 

(Airbus A320, Boeing 737-800 etc.), pilot considerations, load factors, weather 

conditions, etc. In this research aircraft’s model and other factors are assumed to be 

same. And the aircraft movement corcerned as a point view movement, namely 

aircraft dynamic and kinematic model are not corcerned in the resolution. Because of 

this reason, this method can not be directly applied to aircraft model. This study is a 

preliminary solution of conflict problems.     

5.3 Simulation results 

MATLAB is used for the simulations in this study. (See Appendix A for codes) 

Three different conflict scenario, each has two examples in it, are studied. At first, 

only two aircraft conflict problem is resolved, then cluster type (more than two) 

conflict problem is resolved, lastly bad weather is introduced to the environment and 

resolved. 

5.3.1 Two aircraft conflict resolution 

In this scenario, conflict of two aircrafts is resolved. Each aircraft flies their own 

routes with their own speeds. After a time, it is predicted that they will conflict. 

There are two examples for this scenerio in the below. 

Example 1 

Aircraft 1;      Aircraft 2; 

Initial point (	1
,): (40 40)                  	2
,: (100 100) 

Destination point (	1
�): (100 100)                 	2
�: (40 40) 

Speed (A1): 1      A2: 1 



 

Protected zone (s): 10 

Alert zone (r): 5 

Simulation result and distances 

5.6. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6:  Simulation result of Example 1 (two aircraft conflict scenario).

As it can be seen in the figure, planes start to manoeuvre where the distance between 

them is 10 unit. Tey run away from them 

finish their trip without conflict.

Example 2 

Aircraft 1;   

Initial point ( ): (100 0)  

Destination point ( ): (100 100

Speed ( ): 1   

Protected zone (s): 10 

Alert zone (r): 5 

 

Figure 5.7: Simulation result of Example 2 (two aircraft conflict 
scenario).
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Simulation result and distances between planes along the trip can be seen in Figure 

Simulation result of Example 1 (two aircraft conflict scenario).

As it can be seen in the figure, planes start to manoeuvre where the distance between 

them is 10 unit. Tey run away from them according to potential field algorithm, and 

finish their trip without conflict. 

   Aircraft 2; 

    : (0 100) 

): (100 100)    : (0 0) 

    : 1 

Simulation result of Example 2 (two aircraft conflict 
scenario). 

e trip can be seen in Figure 

Simulation result of Example 1 (two aircraft conflict scenario). 

As it can be seen in the figure, planes start to manoeuvre where the distance between 

according to potential field algorithm, and 

Simulation result of Example 2 (two aircraft conflict 
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5.3.2 Cluster type conflict resolution 

In this scenario cluster type conflict problem is solved. In first example, 3 aircrafts 

conflict and in second example, 5 aircrafts conflict problem is studied. 

Example 1 

Aircraft 1;  Aircraft 2;  Aircraft 3; 

	1
, = (0 80)  	2
, = (80 80)  	G
, =(40 40) 

	1
� = (80 80)  	2
� = (0 80)  	G
� = (40 100) 

A1= 1   A2 = 1   AG = 1 

s = 10 

r = 5 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8:  Simulation result of Example 1 (cluster type conflict) 

 

Figure 5.9:  Distances between aircrafts in example 1 (cluster type conflict) 
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Example 2 

5 aircrafts’ information are in Table 5.1 

Table 5.1: Information af aircrafts in Example 2 (cluster type conflict) 

Aircraft Initial point Destination point Velocity 
Aircraft 1 (20 20) (100 100) 1 
Aircraft 2 (100 100) (20 20) 1 
Aircraft 3 (20 100) (100 20) 1 
Aircraft 4 (100 20) (20 100) 1 
Aircraft 5 (20 60) (100 60) 1 

r and s values are the same as previous examples. The simulation result is in the 

Figure 5.10 below. And shortest distances between aircraft pairs are in the Table 5.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.10:  Simulation result of example (cluster type conflict) 

Table 5.2: Shortest distances between aircraft pairs 

Aircraft pairs Shoertest distances 

Aircraft (1,2) 10,37 

Aircraft (1,3) 7,77 

Aircraft (1,4) 7,06 

Aircraft (1,5) 10,63 

Aircraft (2,3) 8,64 

Aircraft (2,4) 11,31 

Aircraft (2,5) 10 

Aircraft (3,4) 14,38 

Aircraft (3,5) 15 

Aircraft (4,5) 4,39 

As it can be seen in the table the shortest distance between aircraft 4 and 5 is 4.39 

which is smaller than r value. This is not desired situation. To overcome this 

situation, we reorganize the Equation 5.7 in the below. 

��  �!7"!9�
8!7"!98 : �;�<= 8	1=	28�1:2>;��              (5.12)                
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By this way, we increase the affect of relation between (s+r) and aircarfts’s distances. 

The new shortest distances between aircraft pairs are depicted in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3: New shortest distances between aircraft pairs 

Aircraft pairs Shoertest distances 

Aircraft (1,2) 18,39 
Aircraft (1,3) 10 
Aircraft (1,4) 14,69 
Aircraft (1,5) 10,94 
Aircraft (2,3) 10,64 
Aircraft (2,4) 11,62 
Aircraft (2,5) 12,1 
Aircraft (3,4) 12,01 
Aircraft (3,5) 15,43 
Aircraft (4,5) 6,52 

Adding new formula in the equation increases the shortest distances between 

aircrafts which is desired situation. However, by this way, also time to arrive 

destination increases. In ATM safety is always most important point to take 

consideration. So we have to apply second equation in the method. 

5.3.3 Conflict resolution with bad weather condition 

Weather conditions have vital importance in air traffic management. Temperature, 

wind, rain, fog, etc. affects the flight. In this scenario, we take in to consideration 

weather as a bad weather, namely repulsive force. Of course not all weather 

conditions affect the flight negative, some other weather conditions affect the flight 

positive. To determine this, should be written a subprogram. This is a forward study 

of this thesis. 
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The values of conflict scenario 3 are in the below. 

Aircraft 1;  Aircraft 2;   Aircraft 3; 

	1
, = (20 100)  	2
, = (100 20)  	G
, =(20 60) 

	1
� = (100 20)  	2
� = (100 20)  	G
� = (100 60) 

A1= 1   A2 = 1   AG = 1 

s = 10 

r = 5                                  �45 = 0.18  	45 = (50 100)     

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.11:  Simulation result of conflict resolution with bad weather 
condition 

Bad weather condition affects the flight without the conflict situation. By improving 

the subprogram, only this part of the method also can be used to determine the 

affects the weather conditions during the flight with conflict or without conflict. 

 

 



 

6.  IMPROVED APPLICATION OF POTENTIAL FIELD METHOD

Aircraft model features 

while improving a system about aircrafts. Because these feautres are also restrictions 

of the system. In potential field method, Chapter 5, we did not concern any fatures of 

aircraft while modelling the system. In 

Firstly, we add an angle restriction that is suitable for aircrafts. Secondly, future 

estimation model is improved to optimise the solution.

calculate the forces that acting each aircr

6.1 Potential field method with angle restriction

Potential field method actually is designed for robot path planning. In normal system 

there is no restriction about angle. However, when we imply the method to aircraft 

conflicts, we have to deal with the 

Normally, all features of aircraft

example, a 5 years old Airbus A 

years old Airbus A – 

weight of aircraaft. In this study, we take an avarage angle value which is 30

6.1.1 Angle restriction 

In potential field method, aircraft motion is 

6.1, aircraft motion in a time unit is show

Figure 6.1:
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IMPROVED APPLICATION OF POTENTIAL FIELD METHOD

Aircraft model features are mentioned in Chapter 2. These features should concern 

while improving a system about aircrafts. Because these feautres are also restrictions 

of the system. In potential field method, Chapter 5, we did not concern any fatures of 

aircraft while modelling the system. In this chapter, we try to improve the model. 

Firstly, we add an angle restriction that is suitable for aircrafts. Secondly, future 

is improved to optimise the solution. And in this chapter also, we 

calculate the forces that acting each aircraft. 

Potential field method with angle restriction 

Potential field method actually is designed for robot path planning. In normal system 

there is no restriction about angle. However, when we imply the method to aircraft 

conflicts, we have to deal with the rotate angles.  

Normally, all features of aircraft varries with the type and age of aircraft. For 

example, a 5 years old Airbus A – 320 maximum take off weight differs from 10 

 320. This is same for rotate angle. It differs with type, a

weight of aircraaft. In this study, we take an avarage angle value which is 30

Angle restriction algorithm 

In potential field method, aircraft motion is assessed as vectorial motion. In Figure 

6.1, aircraft motion in a time unit is shown. 

 

Figure 6.1:  Aircraft motian in time unit 

IMPROVED APPLICATION OF POTENTIAL FIELD METHOD 

. These features should concern 

while improving a system about aircrafts. Because these feautres are also restrictions 

of the system. In potential field method, Chapter 5, we did not concern any fatures of 

we try to improve the model. 

Firstly, we add an angle restriction that is suitable for aircrafts. Secondly, future 

And in this chapter also, we 

Potential field method actually is designed for robot path planning. In normal system 

there is no restriction about angle. However, when we imply the method to aircraft 

the type and age of aircraft. For 

320 maximum take off weight differs from 10 

320. This is same for rotate angle. It differs with type, age and 

weight of aircraaft. In this study, we take an avarage angle value which is 30 degrres.     

assessed as vectorial motion. In Figure 
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Angle restriction algorithm is given below; 

1. Calculate the angle (α) between A1 and  A2 vectros. 

α = �H;"1 37:39
I37II39I       (6.1)                              

2. Find the direction if it is clockwise or counter clockwise. 

direction = sign J�KF  A1A2&L  if M�KF N O�������������HBPFK<��QH�R�(;K�KF ? O�����������������������������QH�R�(;K S 
3. Control the angle (α) if it is bigger then restriction angle (30°). If it is not bigger 

than restriction angle, go on way. If it is bigger go to step 4. 

4.  Calculate new A2 with restriction angle (cut_off in MATLAB). 

A2  T �H;��BFUHVV� =�QH�R�(;K: ;(P��BFUHVV��QH�R�(;K: ;(P��BFUHVV� �H;��BFUHVV� T : A1W    (6.2)                 

5. Return step 1. 

6.1.2 Simulation results 

There is no usually need angle restriction method for two aircraft conflict. It is 

mostly needed in cluster type conflict. A cluster type example is analysed in 

restriction model with MATLAB (see Appendix A). In cluster type, we design 6 

aircrafts that will conflict without resolution. Aircraft’ data are in Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1: Aircarfat’ data (angle restriction type) 

Aircraft Initial point Destination point Velocity 
Aircraft 1 (50 50) (400 400) 2 
Aircraft 2 (400 400) (50 50) 2 
Aircraft 3 (50 400) (400 50) 2 
Aircraft 4 (400 50) (50 400) 2 
Aircraft 5 (10 225) (400 225) 2 
Aircraft 6 (400 225) (10 225) 2 

 

In example, s = 30 and r = 10. Fisrly we solve the conflict without any angle 

restriction. Solution without angle restriction is shown in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2:  Simulation result without any angle restriction. 

Rotate angles of aircarft during the flight is also depicted in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2: Rotate angles of aircrafts without angle restriction. 

Aircraft Rotate Angle 

Aircraft 1 -44° 

Aircraft 2 31° 

Aircraft 3 -45° 

Aircraft 4 38° 

Aircraft 5 161° 

Aircraft 6 -97° 

It is obviously seen that, an aircraft can not rotate with these angles. Now, we apply 

the angle restriction method to this conflict. And new solution is in Figure 6.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3:  Simulation result with angle restriction 

In this solution type, maximum rotate angles are 30°.  It can be easly anticapated 

that, with this solution type it usually takes long flight times according to without 

angle restriction one. However, potential field method with angle restriction is 

applicable. And this property is more important than time. 
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In application of potential field method to conflict problems, we normalize the total 

force that acting on aircraft. Because if the force is much bigger, then aircraft will 

move undesired direction. As we emphasized before, force only determines the 

aircraft direction. In examples, total force is 1 for each aircraft while aircraft fling to 

its destination but not intersect the protected zone. Total force is 0 when aircraft 

arrives its destination. When aircraft intersects another aircraft’ protected zone, total 

forces start to change. In Figure 6.4 total forces during the flight for each aircraft are 

depicted. 

 

Figure 6.4:  Total forces for each aircraft during the flight 

We solve another example that is proper to the current air traaffic. 4 aircrafts that fly 

in a route and another 4 aircrafts that fly in a route conflict if there is no solution. 

Aircraft’ data are in Table 6.3. 

Table 6.3: Aircraft’ data (proper to current air traffic) 

Aircraft Initial point Destination point Velocity 
Aircraft 1 (200 200) (200 0) 2 
Aircraft 2 (200 250) (200 0) 2 
Aircraft 3 (200 300) (200 0) 2 
Aircraft 4 (200 350) (200 0) 2 
Aircraft 5 (250 150) (0 150) 2 
Aircraft 6 (300 150) (0 150) 2 
Aircraft 7 (350 150) (0 150) 2 
Aircraft 8  (400 150) (0 150) 2 

In example, s = 30 and r = 10 and maximum rotate angle 30° for each aircraft. And 

solution is in Figure 6.5. 



 

Figure 6.5:

In solution there is no conflict and the minimum of the minumum distance between 

aircrafts is 17,38 which is between aircraft 3 and 7 and aircraft 1 and 5. 

6.2 Potential field method wi

In former section rotate angle problem is resolved. In this section we try to optimise 

the potential field method. 

alert zone or may not give the optimal solution

finding more optimal solution, a new approach is studied which is future estimation 

approach. In this approach, to find optimal solution we use the aircraft’ one step 

further position. By this way, aircraft may know the other aircraft’ next position and 

can preset its position. 

6.2.1 Future estimation algorithm

Main aim of the potential field method is 

as same pole and destinations as opposite

enforces the aircraft. 

( ) which are defined with the aircraft’ instantaneous position. In future estimation 

algoritm we use a step further position rather than instantaneous position

optimal solution. For doi

use the repulsive force of future position to calculate instantaneous 

6.2.2 Simulation results

We solve the example firstly with normal potential field method and later we solve 

with future estimation approach. We also use the angle restriction model in both 
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Figure 6.5: Simulation result with angle restriction (proper to 
air traffic) 

In solution there is no conflict and the minimum of the minumum distance between 

aircrafts is 17,38 which is between aircraft 3 and 7 and aircraft 1 and 5. 

Potential field method with future estimation 

In former section rotate angle problem is resolved. In this section we try to optimise 

the potential field method. Some examples in potential field method may violate

or may not give the optimal solution. To prevent violating

finding more optimal solution, a new approach is studied which is future estimation 

In this approach, to find optimal solution we use the aircraft’ one step 

further position. By this way, aircraft may know the other aircraft’ next position and 

n preset its position.  

Future estimation algorithm 

Main aim of the potential field method is to solve conflicts by assigning  the aircrafts 

as same pole and destinations as opposite pole. After that, 

enforces the aircraft.  is the composite of attractive force ( ) and repulsive force 

) which are defined with the aircraft’ instantaneous position. In future estimation 

algoritm we use a step further position rather than instantaneous position

. For doing this, we define  as future position of aircraft

use the repulsive force of future position to calculate instantaneous 

Simulation results 

We solve the example firstly with normal potential field method and later we solve 

with future estimation approach. We also use the angle restriction model in both 

Simulation result with angle restriction (proper to current 

In solution there is no conflict and the minimum of the minumum distance between 

aircrafts is 17,38 which is between aircraft 3 and 7 and aircraft 1 and 5.  

In former section rotate angle problem is resolved. In this section we try to optimise 

tential field method may violate the 

violating alert zone and 

finding more optimal solution, a new approach is studied which is future estimation 

In this approach, to find optimal solution we use the aircraft’ one step 

further position. By this way, aircraft may know the other aircraft’ next position and 

to solve conflicts by assigning  the aircrafts 

 is defined which 

) and repulsive force 

) which are defined with the aircraft’ instantaneous position. In future estimation 

algoritm we use a step further position rather than instantaneous position to find 

as future position of aircrafts and we 

use the repulsive force of future position to calculate instantaneous .    

We solve the example firstly with normal potential field method and later we solve 

with future estimation approach. We also use the angle restriction model in both 
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solution type. Simulations are worked with MATLAB (see Appendix B). Aircraft 

datas are in Table 6.4. 

Table 6.4: Aircraft’ data (future estimation type ) 

Aircraft Initial point Destination point Velocity 

Aircraft 1 (50 50) (400 400) 2 

Aircraft 2 (400 400) (50 50) 2 

Aircraft 3 (50 400) (400 50) 2 

Aircraft 4 (400 50) (50 400) 2 

Aircraft 5 (100 225) (400 225) 1,5 

Aircraft 6 (400 225) (100 225) 1,5 

In example, s = 30 and r = 10 and angle restriction is 30°. Firstly we solve with 

potential field method without future estimation (see Figure 6.6). 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.6:  Simulation result without future estimation 

And minumum distances between aircrafts and arriving time of aircrafts are in Table 

6.5. 
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Table 6.5: Minimum distances and arriving time of aircrafts (without future 
estimation) 

Aircraft Arriving Time 
Aircraft 1 252 
Aircraft 2 254 
Aircraft 3 252 
Aircraft 4 254 
Aircraft 5 208 
Aircraft 6 208 

 

                  

In this solution type, aircraft 4 and 5 violate the alert zone. Now we use future 

estimation approach to solve same conflict problem (see Figure 6.7).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.7:  Simulation result with future estimation 

And minumum distances and arriving time of aircrafts are in Table 6.6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Aircraft pairs Shoertest distances 
 Aircraft (1,2) 45,56 
Aircraft (1,3) 21,61 
Aircraft (1,4) 26,44 
Aircraft (1,5) 42,75 
Aircraft (1,6) 22,9 
Aircraft (2,3) 27,38 
Aircraft (2,4) 46,07 
Aircraft (2,5) 44,94 
Aircraft (2,6) 16,46 
Aircraft (3,4) 46,11 
Aircraft (3,5) 62,2 
Aircraft (3,6) 21,48 
Aircraft (4,5) 9,24 
Aircraft (4,6) 28,75 
Aircraft (5,6) 19,24 
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Table 6.6: Minimum distances and arriving time of aircrafts (with future estimation) 

Aircraft Arriving Time 
Aircraft 1 250 
Aircraft 2 254 
Aircraft 3 252 
Aircraft 4 254 
Aircraft 5 206 
Aircraft 6 210 

 

 

As you can see in the table, future estimation approach gives better solution than 

without one in minumum distances and arriving time of aircrafts. Data about aircraft’ 

future position and forces affect positively and aircraft can set its route before the 

conflict. 

As previous method, we solve an example that is proper to current air traffic. Now, 5 

aircrafts that fly in a route and another 5 aircrafts taht fly also in a route will conflict 

if there is no conflict. Aircraft’ data are in Table 6.7. 

Table 6.7: Aircraft’ data (current air traffic with future estimation) 

Aircraft Initial point Destination point Velocity 
Aircraft 1 (200 200) (200 0) 2 
Aircraft 2 (200 250) (200 0) 2 
Aircraft 3 (200 300) (200 0) 2 
Aircraft 4 (200 350) (200 0) 2 
Aircraft 5 (200 400) (200 0) 2 
Aircraft 6 (250 150) (0 150) 2 
Aircraft 7 (300 150) (0 150) 2 
Aircraft 8  (350 150) (0 150) 2 
Aircraft 9 (400 150) (0 150) 2 

Aircraft 10 (450 150) (0 150) 2 

Aircraft pairs Shortest distances 
Aircraft (1,2) 45,76 
Aircraft (1,3) 21,1 
Aircraft (1,4) 27,33 
Aircraft (1,5) 43,47 
Aircraft (1,6) 23,41 
Aircraft (2,3) 31,41 
Aircraft (2,4) 43,29 
Aircraft (2,5) 48 
Aircraft (2,6) 16,13 
Aircraft (3,4) 46 
Aircraft (3,5) 64 
Aircraft (3,6) 23,3 
Aircraft (4,5) 10,63 
Aircraft (4,6) 27,16 
Aircraft (5,6) 19 
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In example, s = 30 and r = 10 and angle restriction is 30°. We solve with potential 

field method and potential field method with future estimation. Simulation result is in 

Figure 6.8. 

 

Figure 6.8: Simulation result with future estimation method (current air 
traffic) 

In both solution type minumum distance data are nearly same. However, in arriving 

time point future estimation method has better solution. Arriving time data are in 

Table 6.8. 

Table 6.8: Comparison of arriving time of aircrafts (current air traffic) 

Aircraft Potential Field Future Estimation 
Aircraft 1 100 100 
Aircraft 2 142 138 
Aircraft 3 150 146 
Aircraft 4 154 152 
Aircraft 5 164 154 
Aircraft 6 192 188 
Aircraft 7 200 194 
Aircraft 8  204 202 
Aircraft 9 214 204 

Aircraft 10 228 228 

As it can be seen in table, future estimation method has better solution in 8 aircrafts. 

In this example total forces that acting on each aircraft are shown in Figure 6.9 for 

future estimation approach. 
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Figure 6.9:  Total forces for each aircraft in future estimation 

In future estimation approach, mostly arriving time is better, however, in some 

situations, minumum distances between aircrafts are not the optimal solution. To 

check this, we add two aircraft inti former example. And now 8 aircrafts will conflict 

if there is no resolution. Solutions with future estimation and without future 

estimation are in Figure 6.10.  

 

Figure 6.10:  8 aircraft conflict resolution  

As it can be seen in the figure, solution with future estimation approach finishes the 

operation before the without one. In time view point it is optimal. However, in 

minumum distances view point not all the solutions are optimal for future estimation 

approach (FTA). There are 28 aircrafts pairs in this example and 13 of them optimal 

for FTA and 15 of them optimal for without FTA. And there is violation of alert zone 

in FTA between aircraft 7 and 8. There is no conflict but it is not desired situation for 

us. This is a future study of this thesis. In later studies attractive and repulsive forces 

can be defined according to actual values (e.g. aircraft type, aircarft age, 

aerodynamic model, noise model, engine model etc.). And another control algorithm 

can be added to optimise the potentail field method, for example fuzzy logic. 
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7.  CONCLUSIONS  

Air Traffic Control and Air Traffic Management have become the major corcern of 

airline transportation after the air traffic capacity crowded. Commercial air travel, 

which was started after World War II, is increasing at a rapid rate throughout the 

world, putting tremendous pressure on the ATC system. On a typical day in the 

United States, over 1.5 million people fly aboard some 130,000 flights. 

Notwithstanding recent events, domestic and world-wide air traffic is expected to 

grow to unprecedented levels over the coming decades: revenue passenger miles 

worldwide of 1.7 trillion in 1996 are anticipated to reach 3 trillion in 2006 and 4.5 

trillion by 2016. These current and anticipated circumstances about air traffic flow, 

make necessary to enhance ATC efficiency and capacity. The purpose of ATC and  

Air Traffic Management (ATM)  is to enable airspace users to meet their schedules 

according to their preferred flight profiles without compromising safety levels. 

The exisiting ATM system is too much centralized. The increase air traffic, force the 

ATM system to be evolved towards more decentralized control systems. This 

evolution thought out to be made by “free flight” concept. FF refers to a new concept 

of ATM in which pilots will be given the freedom to choose their own heading, 

altitude, and speed in real time without being restricted by ATC instructions or out 

dated  route structures. The main problem in ATM to implement FF concept is 

resolution of conflicts. The aims of this study are to find optimal solution in a very 

short time with optimal route trajectories to resolve conflicts, to compare explored 

solution models and to emphasize the “free flight” concept. 

In Chapter 2, before the ATM system and conflict resolution, the aircraft model is 

stuided. In aircraft conflict problems, it is essential to know aircraft’s model and 

behaviour. Because aircrafts are too complex and diffucult to control. So, we should 

have some brief information about the aircrafts which will be controlled in conflict 

situations. To achieve this, some main informations are given in Chapter 2 which are 

aircraft geometry, aerodynamic model, flight model, engine model, noise model and 

fuel and weight planning of aircraft. 
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After aircraft model, ATM, ATC and FF concepst are given in Chapter 3. These 

concepts are corcern mainly with the civil aviation. The history of Air Traffic 

Control (ATC) is namely history of civil aviation of US. Because civil aviation was 

born there and US founded  and developed the ATC concept. Federal Aviation 

Agency (FAA) is the main instution about ATC which was founded in 1958. And 

there is Eurocontrol in Europe which is equivalent of FAA. Existing ATM model 

(IFR) and expected ATM model (VFR) are investigated in this chapter too. First one 

is centralized structure and second one is decentralized structure. And also, the 

answers of the questions, what is FF? and what are the benefits of FF?, are in this 

chapter. 

There are 29 aircraft conflict crashes that have been accured. First one is in 1938 

which two Japanese aircrafts conflicted. In aircraft conflict resolution problems, first 

thing to do is to detect conflicts. There are two safety zones around the aircraft which 

are protected zone and alert zone. Alert zone is the main separation distance 

(horizontal 9 km, vertical 300 m) which is not desired to be violeted by other 

aircrafts. In Chapter 4, aircarft conflict detection and resolution process is 

researched. There are more than 60 conflict detection and resolution methods. 

However, only a handful of methods have been deployed in laboratory environment 

or further for implementation. In this chapter, 6 of these resolution methods, which 

are relative deployed in laboratory enviroment, are compared also. 

In this research, also a conflict resolution is studied and developed which is potential 

field method. Potential field method is not newly method for the robot path planning. 

There are lots of study in this field. However implementation of this method to 

aircraft conflict problems is quitely new. A modified application of this method is 

carried out to conflict resolution. In this technique repulsive (with vortex) and 

attractive forces are defined considering the destination of the aircraft and other 

conflicting aircrafts. Repulsive force is defined according to obstacles (conflicting 

aircrafts) and attarctive force is defined according to the goal (destinatioan point). 

Detailed information and application to aircraft conflict problems of potential field 

method is given in Chapter 5. Three simulations which are two aircraft conflict, 

cluster type conflict and conflict with bad weather condition are runned by 

MATLAB. In examples, it is noticeable that there won’t be any conflict between the 

aircrafts. 
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However, because of this method developed for robot path planning, there are some 

unexpected movements, that aircraft can not perform, in examples. To avoid this an 

improved application is developed which is angle restriction method, in Chapter 6. 

Each aircraft has its own angle rotation restriction according its model, load, age and 

weather conditions. In this study we take an acceptable value for angle restriction 

which is 30°. We developed an angle restriction algorithm in MATLAB and applied 

to potential field method. Same conflict problem is solved by angle restriction 

method and without angle restriction method in Chapter 6.1.2. It can be easily 

anticapated from  the solution that, with angle restriction solution type it usually 

takes long flight times according to without angle restriction one. However, potential 

field method with angle restriction is applicable. And this property is more important 

than time.  

There is another problem for potential field method for applying conflict problems. 

In some examples it does not give the optimal trajectory solution and some times 

aircrafts violate the alert zone of other conflicting aircrafts. To prevent this, also 

another method is developed which is future estimation method in Chapter 6. To 

achieve this an future estimation algorithm is developed and runned by MATLAB. In 

the algorithm, to calculate the present �� (resultant force), one step further �� 

(repulsive force) is used. By this way, we expect to get better trajectory and time 

solution. There are two examples are given to dedicate this. In both examples we 

took better solutions about arriving times, and we took better trajectory in first 

example. However in second example we took better trajectories in nearly half of the 

aircrat pairs. And also there is a little violation, not conflict,  of alert zone. This is a 

future study of this thesis to get optimum solutions in time and trajectory in all 

situations. In all MATLAB simulations aircraft’s model and other factors are 

assumed to be same. And the aircraft movement corcerned as a point view 

movement, namely aircraft dynamic and kinematic model are not corcerned in the 

resolution. Because of this reason, this method can not be directly applied to aircraft 

model. This study is a preliminary solution of conflict problems.     

It should be noted that the main aim of these studies is to emphasize the “free fligt” 

concept and try to enable the implementation of FF. FF based ATM is yet in the level 

of a thought to be applied in the future. Therefore the flight and conflict resolution 

specifications of this kind of a flight system are not yet well defined. This research 
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should be considered as a study of a conflict resolution technique that may give ideas 

for constructing the actual ones in the future. One more thing to be noted is that this 

research is simulation based; hence the algortihms developed here lack actual model 

verificitaion except angle restriction. Other dynamic model structures (e.g. 

aerodynamic, noise model, flight model etc.) should be added to the algorithm. This 

is also probable to be a topic of next study of this thesis. 
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APPENDICES 

 
 

 
function [xarray 
angle1]=plane_simulation(v,x,xd,cbw,xbw,s,r,time,angle_cutoff) 
pn=length(v); %plane number 
xarray=[]; 
arrived=[]; 
xold1=[]; 
xold2=[]; 
  
  
color='krbgcmykrb'; 
figure; hold on; grid on 
if cbw==0 
    xbw=[0 0]; 
else 
    plot(xbw(1),xbw(2),'ok','linewidth',15) 
end 
  
for i=1:pn 
    arrived(i)=0; % 0 means the plane hasn't arrived yet, 1 means It 
has arrived. 
    xarray(i,:)=x(i,:); 
    xold1(i,:)=x(i,:); 
    angle1(i,:)=0; 
end 
  
i=0; 
 for t=time:time:1000 
%while arrived~=1 
    i=i+1; 
    t=i*time; 
    for j=1:pn 
        Fa(j,:)=attractive_force(x(j,:),xd(j,:)); 
        if  Fa(j,:)==[0 0] % Fa=[0,0] means plane arrives its 
destination so Fbw should be zero 
            Fbw(j,:)=[0 0]; 
        else 
            Fbw(j,:)=bad_weather(x(j,:),xbw(:,:)); 
        end 
         
        sumFrv(:,:)=[0 0]; 
        for k=1:pn 
            if (arrived(j)==1 || arrived(k)==1) 
                Fr(j,:)=[0 0]; 
            else 
                Fr(j,:)=repulsive_force(x(j,:),x(k,:),s,r); 

    APPENDIX A : MATLAB Code for Potential Field Method in Aircraft 
Conflict Resolution Problems (with angle restriction method) 
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            end 
            Fv(j,:)=[-Fr(j,2) Fr(j,1)]; 
            sumFrv(:,:)=sumFrv(:,:)+ Fr(j,:)+Fv(j,:); 
        end 
         
        FR(j,:)=Fa(j,:)+sumFrv+cbw*Fbw(j,:); 
        x(j,:)=newposition(v(j),xold1(j,:),FR(j,:),time); 
         
        %%% Angle Calculation %%% 
  
        v1=[]; 
        v2=[]; 
        if i~=1 
            v1=xold1(j,:)-xold2(j,:); 
            v2=x(j,:)-xold1(j,:); 
            angle1(j,i)=angle_calculation(v1,v2); 
            if abs(angle1(j,i))>angle_cutoff 
                [new_angle 
v2]=transform(angle1(j,i),angle_cutoff,v1); 
                angle1(j,i)=new_angle; 
                x(j,:)=v2+xold1(j,:); 
            end 
  
        end 
  
         
        
        
        xold2(j,:)=xold1(j,:); 
        xold1(j,:)=x(j,:); 
        plot(x(j,1),x(j,2),['o' color(j)]); shg  
%        if mod(t,20)==0 
%              draw_circle(x(j,:),r,color(j)); shg 
%        end 
  
        xarray(i*pn+j,:)= x(j,:); 
  
        if  norm(x(j,:)- xd(j,:))<v(j)*time % if position of plane 
is close to its destination as 1*time, assume that it arrives its 
destination. 
            x(j,:)=xd(j,:); 
            if arrived(j)==0 
                disp([num2str(j) '. plane has arrived at ', 
num2str(t) 's']) 
                time_arrived(j)=i; 
            end 
            arrived(j)=1; 
        end 
  
  
    end 
     if arrived==1 
        break 
     end 
end 
%for i=1:pn 
%    plot(xarray(i:pn:end,1),xarray(i:pn:end,2),[ 'o' color(i)]) 
%end 
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answer=input('Do you want to draw distance graphes? \ny/n\n','s'); 
if answer=='y' 
    plot_distance(xarray,pn,time_arrived,r,time); 
end 
  
answer=input('Do you want to draw angles graphes? \ny/n\n','s'); 
%angles=[]; 
if answer=='y' 
    for i=1:pn 
        figure; 
plot((1:1:time_arrived(i))*time,angle1(i,1:time_arrived(i))) 
        grid on ;title(['Angles of ' int2str(i) '. plane']); shg 
         
    end 
     
    %angles=plot_angles(xarray,pn,time); 
end 
  
end  
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APPENDIX B : MATLAB Code for Potential Field Method with Future Estimation  
function 
[xarray]=plane_simulation2(v,x,xd,cbw,xbw,s,r,time,angle_cutoff) 
pn=length(v); %plane number 
xarray=[]; 
arrived=[]; 
xfut=[]; 
xold=[]; 
xold2=[]; 
  
  
  
color='krbgcmykrb'; 
figure; hold on; grid on 
if cbw==0 
    xbw=[0 0]; 
else 
    plot(xbw(1),xbw(2),'ok','linewidth',15) 
end 
  
for i=1:pn 
    arrived(i)=0; % 0 means the plane hasn't arrived yet, 1 means It 
has arrived. 
    xarray(i,:)=x(i,:); 
    xfut(i,:)=x(i,:); 
    xold(i,:)=x(i,:); 
     angle1(i,:)=0; 
end 
  
i=0; 
 for t=time:time:1000 
%while arrived~=1 
    i=i+1; 
    for j=1:pn 
        Fa(j,:)=attractive_force(x(j,:),xd(j,:)); 
        if  Fa(j,:)==[0 0] % Fa=[0,0] means plane arrives its 
destination so Fbw should be zero 
            Fbw(j,:)=[0 0]; 
        else 
            Fbw(j,:)=bad_weather(x(j,:),xbw(:,:)); 
        end 
         
        sumFrv(j,:)=[0 0]; 
        for k=1:pn 
            if (arrived(j)==1 || arrived(k)==1) 
                Fr(j,:)=[0 0]; 
            else 
                Fr(j,:)=repulsive_force(x(j,:),x(k,:),s,r); 
            end 
            Fv(j,:)=[-Fr(j,2) Fr(j,1)]; 
            sumFrv(j,:)=sumFrv(j,:)+ Fr(j,:)+Fv(j,:); 
        end 
         
        FR(j,:)=Fa(j,:)+sumFrv(j,:)+cbw*Fbw(j,:); 
        xfut(j,:)=newposition(v(j),x(j,:),FR(j,:),time); 
    end 
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    for j=1:pn 
        
        Fa(j,:)=attractive_force(x(j,:),xd(j,:)); 
        if  Fa(j,:)==[0 0] % Fa=[0,0] means plane arrives its 
destination so Fbw should be zero 
            Fbw(j,:)=[0 0]; 
        else 
            Fbw(j,:)=bad_weather(x(j,:),xbw(:,:)); 
        end 
         
        sumFrv(j,:)=[0 0]; 
        for k=1:pn 
            if (arrived(j)==1 || arrived(k)==1) 
                Fr(j,:)=[0 0]; 
            else 
                Fr(j,:)=repulsive_force(xfut(j,:),xfut(k,:),s,r); 
            end 
            Fv(j,:)=[-Fr(j,2) Fr(j,1)]; 
            sumFrv(j,:)=sumFrv(j,:)+ Fr(j,:)+Fv(j,:); 
        end 
         
         
        FR(j,:)=Fa(j,:)+sumFrv(j,:)+cbw*Fbw(j,:); 
        x(j,:)=newposition(v(j),xold(j,:),FR(j,:),time); 
        
        %%% Angle Calculation %%% 
  
        v1=[]; 
        v2=[]; 
        new_angle=[]; 
        if i~=1 
            v1=xold(j,:)-xold2(j,:); 
            v2=x(j,:)-xold(j,:); 
            angle1(j,i)=angle_calculation(v1,v2); 
            if abs(angle1(j,i))>angle_cutoff 
                [new_angle 
v2]=transform(angle1(j,i),angle_cutoff,v1); 
                angle1(j,i)=new_angle; 
                x(j,:)=v2+xold(j,:); 
            end 
  
        end 
  
         
        
         
        xold2(j,:)=xold(j,:); 
        xold(j,:)=x(j,:); 
        plot(x(j,1),x(j,2),['o' color(j)]); shg  
  
        xarray(i*pn+j,:)= x(j,:); 
  
        if  norm(x(j,:)- xd(j,:))<v(j)*time % if position of plane 
is close to its destination as 1*time, assume that it arrives its 
destination. 
            x(j,:)=xd(j,:); 
            if arrived(j)==0 
                disp([num2str(j) '. plane has arrived at ', 
num2str(t) 's']) 
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                time_arrived(j)=i; 
            end 
            arrived(j)=1; 
        end 
  
  
    end 
     if arrived==1 
        break 
     end 
end 
%for i=1:pn 
%    plot(xarray(i:pn:end,1),xarray(i:pn:end,2),[ 'o' color(i)]) 
%end 
  
answer=input('Do you want to draw distance graphes? \ny/n\n','s'); 
if answer=='y' 
    plot_distance(xarray,pn,time_arrived,r,time); 
end 
  
answer=input('Do you want to draw angles graphes? \ny/n\n','s'); 
%angles=[]; 
if answer=='y' 
    for i=1:pn 
        figure; 
plot((1:1:time_arrived(i))*time,angle1(i,1:time_arrived(i))) 
        grid on ;title(['Angles of ' int2str(i) '. plane']); shg 
         
    end 
     
    %angles=plot_angles(xarray,pn,time); 
end 
  
end  
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